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Abstract  
While many ideas for molecule-scale devices have been put forward in the past, the tools -- both 
synthetic and analytical -- to pursue those ideas did not exist. Nanoscale ideas were a fiction 
because so many of the parts of the scientific picture were missing.  A detailed understanding, 
for example, of adsorbate-surface structures was entirely lacking when the first wave of 
enthusiasm for molecular devices crested roughly 20 years ago.  These structures are essential if 
we are to create a foundation for molecular devices.  Now, the control necessary to begin 
exploring ways to incorporate organic function into existing technologies or, eventually, to make 
new molecule-scale devices is within reach. Our understanding of and control over molecular 
adsorption on silicon has advanced very significantly in the last several years.  It is now possible 
to provide a microscopic picture of molecule-silicon surface systems.  In the next several years it 
is feasible to expect structures and concepts, dreamed about for decades, to begin to be realized.  
This talk will describe the research program used to realize some of these goals at the National 
Institute for Nanotechnology and the University of Alberta, and some of the emerging potential 
for collaboration in areas of advanced computing.  
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